solve the problem on the current mesh estimate the discretization error in goal exit if the error tollerance has been met determine optimal mesh refinements; goto 4 estimate modeling error quit if the error tollerance has been met update the model; goto 2 Alow for updates of geometry and material data in the adaptive loops Verication: controlling the discretization error Validation: controlling the modeling error
Uncertainties in Data:
• acquire statistical info on the material data, and/or geometry to determine the probability density function (PDF), 
The Neumann data g corresponds to the exact solution
The derivatives are singular at the origin, u ∈ H 2 3 (Ω).
The problem represents a typical singularity arising in linear elasticity (stress concentration), acoustics (scattering from a corner), potential flow etc. Comparison of convergence for uniform h, uniform p (two initial meshes of 3 or 12 elements), h-adaptive (p = 2), and the hp-adaptive refinements. Global error in percent of norm vs. the problem size on a log − log scale Comparison of convergence for uniform h, uniform p (two initial meshes of 3 or 12 elements), h-adaptive (p = 2), and the hp-adaptive refinements. Global error in percent of norm vs. the problem size N on a log −N 7:00-8:00 (H) A patient arrives at the Houston facility, the first MRI scan ( 1k each) is made and deposited in the Depository, impedance data are proposed 8:00-11:00 (H) Experimental HRT are determined and deposited 8:00-9:00 (GRV) An initial, crude, reconstruction of geometry is done, and deposited in the Depository 9:00-(GRV) An interactive "cleaning" of the reconstructed geometry continues with several improved models deposited in the Depository 9:00-10:00 (HPC) The goal-oriented mesh optimization is started, first (crude) computational HRTF are calculated, and deposited along with the corresponding pressure distribution results (60 directions × 6 frequencies = 360 data sets !)
10:00-(HPC) The simulations are continued adjusting dynamically for the improved geometry and possibly modified impedance data with intermediate results being continusly deposited 10:00 -11:00 (VV) Sensitivity of the computed results on geometry and impedance data is performed. Dependently upon the results, a second MRI scan may be requested. 11:00-12:00 (H) Possibly second MRI scan is taken and the whole process repeated 11:00-12:00 (VV) Experimental and computational HRTF are compared and analyzed 12:00-3:00 (GRV,HPC,VV) The dynamic process of improving the geometry model, computing the HRTF and validating/verifying the results continues 3:00 Final results along with the corresponding error analysis are communicated to Houston
Idea:
In place of
where FE solution u hp depends implicitly and globally upon the mesh, minimize the projection-based interpolation error,
where interpolant Π curl hp u depends upon the mesh still implicitly but only locally !
Challenges:
• u is unknown and has to be replaced with an order more accurate approximation of u, in our case the fine grid solution u h/2,p+1 .
• The optimization has to be incremental: adaptivity based on a partial information only (walking in a fogg effect).
• The interpolant must be optimal both with respect to h-and p-
1D hp mesh refinement strategy 1. Solve the problem on the current (coarse) mesh. 2. Perform global hp-refinement and determine the fine mesh solution. Quit if the difference between the fine and coarse grid solutions is small enough. 3. Determine the next coarse mesh by minimizing the projection based interpolation error between the fine mesh and the next optimal coarse mesh:
Step 1 (local): Determine the optimal refinement path for each element, choosing between p-and competetive h-refinements. Determine the element (guaranteed) error decrease rate Step 2 (global): Determine the max rate
Step 3 (local): Determine the investment in each element according to the criterion
4. Continue until an error criterion is met.
1D example: problem with an internal layer:
Exact solution and the corresponding FE approximation on the initial mesh of two linear elements
Construction of optimal meshes:
1D example: Selecting the first two optimal coarse meshes 
